
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

SPRING 2009 

NEWS AND EVENTS 
 
 
TRADES COUNCIL TEAM FOR 2009-10 
At the AGM held in March the team of Officers and Executive Members was elected 
for this year. They are – 
President Jim Smith PCS 
Vice President Dan Ingreji  PCS 
Secretary Roger Sutton TGWU/UNITE 
Assistant Secretary Dil Joshi PCS 
Organising Secretary Chris Miles PCS 
Treasurer Malcolm Key UNISON 
 
Executive - Tom Carty AMICUS/UNITE, Elenor Haven PCS, Tony Thorpe PCS 
 
GLATUC Delegates - Roger Sutton, Jim Smith, Dan Ingregi, Steve Mulcair 
Reserves, Chris Miles, Tony Thorpe, 
 
 
Speaking at the AGM were 2 CWU representatives who covered the campaign over 
the Post Office. A strong campaign to resist the attempt to sell-off part of the PO 
“syhares” to private competitors or cut the universal postal service is being run by 
the CWU.  
 

 
 
One focus is a motion to Parliament which has 178 MPs supporting it to date. 
 

CITIES OF LONDON 
& WESTMINSTER 
TRADES COUNCIL 



Early Day Motion 
EDM 428  

 

ROYAL MAIL 

13.01.2009 

 

Smith, Geraldine  

That this House notes that the Labour Party Conference 2008, 
with the backing of Ministers, supported a vision of a wholly 
publicly-owned, integrated Royal Mail Group; welcomes the 
conclusion of the Hooper Report that the current universal 
service obligation offered by Royal Mail, including six days a 
week delivery, must be protected and that the primary duty of a 
new regulator should be to maintain it; further welcomes the 
recommendations in the Report that the Government should take 
responsibility for the pensions deficit which followed an extended 
contributions holiday; endorses the call for a new relationship 
between management and postal unions and welcomes the 
commitment of the Communication Workers Union to negotiate 
an agreement which would support the modernisation of the 
industry; observes that in 2007 the Government agreed to a 
£1.2 billion loan facility on commercial terms to modernise Royal 
Mail operations; rejects the recommendation of the Hooper 
Report to sell a minority stake in Royal Mail which would risk 
fracturing one of Britain's greatest public services; further notes 
that the Government is currently advertising for a new Chair of 
Royal Mail; and urges the Secretary of State to appoint a Chair 
and management team who are committed to the principles of a 
modern public enterprise 

 

 



 

Visteon closure – Workers occupy 

Workers in Belfast occupied their factory to be followed by those in Basildon and Enfield. 

One of the few factories in West Belfast and one of the area's biggest employers is to 
close with a loss of around 200 jobs. Workers at the Visteon plant started a sit-in when 
management made the announcement  The factory, at Finaghy Road North, was 
previously owned by Ford and prior to that it was known as Autolite. 
Workers at the Visteon car parts factory in Essex are protesting job cuts.  

Police have been called to the car parts factory in Basildon where around 70 workers 
are demonstrating over the loss of 170 jobs. Administrators have been called in and 
employees have been told they will not receive a pension or any redundancy money.  

Fellow sacked employees in Belfast are occupying a factory in protest.  

Fifty people also climbed onto the roof of the plant in Enfield, north London.  

Protesters claim the company's former owner and main customer, Ford, had 
promised redundancy contracts which they now want to see honoured.  

Administrators KPMG said it had no alternative but to close the factories.  

Robert Fitch, shop steward for the Unite union at the Basildon plant, said staff were 
facing financial hardship. He said: "They've basically said the business is no longer 
here, you're not getting anything. You have to write to the government and the 
administrators to try and get some help, but next week I won't be getting a pay 
packet and I've got all my bills to pay."  

 

Below is a Guardian report - 

 

• Kathryn Hopkins  
• guardian.co.uk, Thursday 2 April 2009 20.05 BST  

 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/profile/kathrynhopkins
http://www.guardian.co.uk/


 
Visteon workers in Belfast protest. Photograph: Paul Faith/PA 
The protests at the Visteon factories in England and Northern Ireland are 
continuing today, with the Ford car parts supplier's former workers vowing to stay 
on the roofs of the factories until their demands are met. 
Protesters at one of the plants, in Enfield, north London, told the Guardian they 
were issued with a court order last night, but as they believe it has no legal 
validity they will continue to camp at the factory until they are given adequate 
redundancy packages. About 130 former employees of Visteon are still on the 
roof, with many more camping outside the factory's walls. 
Brian Harris of the union Unite said: "My understanding is that they have put 
inaccurate information on the court order. It's an injunction from what we've seen. 
We are scheduling meetings with both Ford and Visteon officials over the next 
few days. 
"[The protesters] at Enfield are back on the roof now. They managed to get 
sleeping bags and food but not with the agreement of the company, which was 
refusing to allow food and water to be passed to the protesters." 
He added that the former Visteon workers will remain on the Enfield factory's roof 
for as long as it takes. "Their resolve is as strong as ever," he said. 
More than 560 jobs were lost at Visteon's plants in Enfield, Belfast and Basildon 
in Essex on Tuesday, with staff being given less than an hour's notice. Visteon 
pulled the plug on the UK operations after accumulating losses of £669m since 
2000. Administrators from KPMG said they had "no option" but to shut the 
factories, given the amount of cash being lost from the business. 
But the workers say they were given guarantees on pay and conditions when the 
company was spun out of Ford nine years ago. A similar number of protesters 
are outside the Basildon plant, while around 100 held an overnight sit-in in 
Belfast. 
"The police were here but have left to go and talk to security as they have locked 
all the fire escapes, which is a health and safety issue," said Carl Benjamin, who 
worked at Enfield for 14 years. He added that Visteon workers from the three 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/business/2009/apr/02/car-industry-unions-visteon-ford
http://www.guardian.co.uk/business/ford
http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/london


plants were heading to Ford's largest British factory, in Dagenham, east London, 
this to try to put more pressure on the carmaker. 
Protesters picketed the entrance to the plant, handing out leaflets to Ford 
workers on their way to work and asking them for their support. 
However, a spokesman for Ford said that the company would not be stepping in 
to the dispute. "These employees were transferred to Visteon in 2000," he said. 
"The door was open for interested employees to come back, and over 550 
returned to Ford in the nine years that have passed, but today's battle is one 
between them and their employer, not the previous employer. 
"The automotive industry is fighting to survive and restructure as necessary to 
maintain a viable business. Ford has been taking robust and decisive action in 
Europe to maintain the continued viability of the business and to ensure that we 
emerge from this recession stronger." 
Faye Bernard, who worked at Visteon for 19 years, was in Dagenham today. "We 
want to talk to the union rep," she said. "We need support for our workers. Ford 
needs to honour our contract. As it is I don't think they are going to reinstate us 
because they don't have any money but they do need to give us a redundancy 
package." 
One Ford worker, who did not want to be identified, said: "The way I heard it 
happened, the workers weren't given any time to think about anything. 
"As far as I know, everyone [at Ford] is angry about it." 
Other former Visteon workers remain on the roof of the plant in Enfield, where 
they say they will stay until their demands are met by Ford. Some Enfield 
workers will return to the Dagenham factory tomorrow to continue picketing. They 
are calling on their colleagues from Basildon and Belfast to do the same. 
The Visteon workers in Belfast are considering legal action over the sudden 
closure of the plant, where many of them worked for decades. They want to 
challenge the way the closure was handled by management, including the failure 
to offer 90-day notice of the redundancies for the 210 staff laid off. 
John Maguire, their representative, said: "We are trying to get legal action kicked 
off. I am going to try and organise that tomorrow. 
"People here are resolute and will stay as resolute as they can be." 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/business/automotive-industry
http://www.guardian.co.uk/business/recession


MONTH OF ACTIVITY 
 
The coming weeks are full of important events – 
April 26 Tolpuddle Martyrs event in Islington 

 
 



 
 
 
 
April 28 Wiorkers Memorial Day Tuesday 28th April 2009 

It is our day, workers and our families and our trade unions, to focus on health and safety at work, both in our 

workplaces, and at events locally, nationally and worldwide. Every year there are thousands of events across the 

world on WMD attended by millions of people. There are hundreds in the UK. 

The point of the Day is two fold: 

to Remember the Dead 

And also 



to Fight for the Living 

Resources 

For background to Workers Memorial Day see 

http://www.gmhazards.org.uk/WMD%20Lft09.pd 

For Safety Reps Guide to Workers Memorial Day see 

http://www.gmhazards.org.uk/SReps%20Guide09.pdf 

H&S Statistics -globally, nationally and in North West see 

http://www.gmhazards.org.uk/2009fig.doc 

To order Purple Forget me knot ribbons see 

http://www.gmhazards.org.uk/wmdribbonof.doc 
 
 28th APRIL 2009 
INTERNATIONALWORKERS MEMORIAL DAY  

REMEMBER THE DEAD - BUT 
FIGHT FOR THE LIVING ! 
Gather 10.30 am at the statue of the unknown building worker at Tower Hill next to the 
Tower of London, Tower Bridge. Rally with speakers. 
March from Tower Hill to the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) headquarters in 
Southwark St. Continue the march to City Hall, London, SE1 for Rally with speakers from 
12 noon 

CONTACT: 077 477 95954 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.gmhazards.org.uk/WMD Lft09.pd
http://www.gmhazards.org.uk/SReps Guide09.pdf
http://www.gmhazards.org.uk/wmdribbonof.doc


MAY 1st – MAY DAY LONDON 
 
 

MMAAYY  11sstt  22000099  
MMAAYY  DDAAYY  MMAARRCCHH  &&  RRAALLLLYY  

  
CCLLEERRKKEENNWWEELLLL  GGRREEEENN  EECC11  aasssseemmbbllee  1122..0000  

--  mmoovvee  ooffff  1133..0000  ttoo  TTRRAAFFAALLGGAARR  SSQQUUAARREE  
SSppeeaakkeerrss  iinncclluuddee  TTOONNYY  BBEENNNN,,    

SSHHEEIILLAA  BBEEAARRCCRROOFFTT  GGMMBB//TTUUCC  PPRREESSIIDDEENNTT,,    
SSTTEEVVEE  HHAARRTT  UUNNIITTEE,,    

DDOOTT  GGIIBBSSOONN  NNPPCC,,  JJOOHHNN  MMccDDOONNNNEELLLL  MMPP  
RROOGGEERR  CCHHAARRLLEESS  CCWWUU  

JJOOIINNTT  CCHHAAIIRRSS--LLIINNDDAA  KKIIEETTZZ  GGLLAATTUUCC  &&  MMAARRTTIINN  
GGOOUULLDD  SS&&EERRTTUUCC                                                                                                         

 
 

TTRRAADDEE  UUNNIIOONN  RRIIGGHHTTSS--HHUUMMAANN  RRIIGGHHTTSS--IINNTTEERRNNAATTIIOONNAALL  
SSOOLLIIDDAARRIITTYY  

CCEELLEEBBRRAATTIINNGG  CCUUBBAA5500 
 
 
 

SSPPEECCIIAALL  EEVVEENNIINNGG  CCEELLEEBBRRAATTIIOONN  
EEVVEENNTT  

AATT  TTUUCC,,  CCOONNGGRREESSSS  HHOOUUSSEE  GGRREEAATT  RRUUSSSSEELLLL  SSTTRREEEETT  
1199..1155--2222..0000  

  
SSPPEECCIIAALL  GGUUEESSTT  --    CCUUBBAANN  AAMMBBAASSSSAADDOORR  

MMUUSSIICC--FFOOOODD  



CCEELLEEBBRRAATTIINNGG  MMAAYY  DDAAYY--IINNTTEERRNNAATTIIOONNAALL  WWOORRKKEERRSS  
DDAAYY  

SSOOLLIIDDAARRIITTYY  WWIITTHH  CCUUBBAA5500  
&&  MMEESSSSAAGGEESS  FFRROOMM  AARROOUUNNDD  TTHHEE  WWOORRLLDD  

  
EENNTTRRYY  BBYY  TTIICCKKEETT  OONNLLYY--CCOONNTTAACCTT  

oorrggaanniisseerr@@lloonnddoonnmmaayyddaayy..oorrgg  
  

1 MAY 
LONDON MAY DAY ORGANISING COMMITTEE 

celebrating for over 119 years 
international workers’ day 

 
LONDON MAY DAY ORGANISING COMMITTEE  

supported by  GLATUC, S&ERTUC, UNITE London & Eastern Region, UNISON Greater London Region, ASLEF, 
RMT, MU London, FBU London & Southern Regions, GMB London & Southern Regions, CWU London Region, 

Globalise Resistance, Pensioners organisations & organisations representing Turkish, Kurdish, Chilean, 
Colombian, Peruvian, West Indian, Sri Lankan, Cypriot, Tamil, Iraqi, Iranian, Irish, Nigerian migrant workers & 

communities plus many other community organisations 
P&P LMDOC c/o GFTU, CENTRAL HOUSE, UPPER WOBURN PLACE, LONDON WC1H 0HY 

www.londonmayday.org 

 

 
RMT sets new strike date in London Midland 

conductors’ dispute 
Publication Date: April 7 2009 

CONDUCTORS AT three London Midland depots at Bletchley, 
Northampton and Watford will strike for the fourth time next 
Tuesday after the train operating company failed to give the union 
the assurances it is seeking on the right to opt out of Sunday 
working. 

Around 100 RMT members, who have already struck for 24 hours each on March 13 and 16 and for 48 
hours over April 5 and 6, will not book on for shifts that commence between a minute after midnight and 
23:59 on April 14. 
“It is disappointing that after three rock-solid strikes London Midland has not recognised the depth of feeling 
of our members over the straightforward,” RMT general secretary Bob Crow said today. 
“However the company tries to sidestep this, the problem is quite simply that it wants to compel our 
members to work Sundays and up to 60 hours a week when they have the right not to. 
“The company has no shortage of people willing to do Sunday turns, but the point our members make is 
simply that it should be for them to decide, in the light of their family and personal circumstances. 



“That is not a lot to ask, but the company is wasting huge sums of money getting managers with a few days’ 
training to undertake safety critical duties to try to win a dispute it has brought about itself for no reason at 
all. 
“The company knows we are available to talk, and we hope they will now do just that and settle this dispute 
on the basis of voluntary Sunday working,” Bob Crow said. 
ends 
Notes to editors: RMT conductors at Bletchley, Northampton and Watford depots have held 24-hour strikes 
on March 13 and 16 and a 48-hour stoppage on April 5 and 6, after voting overwhelmingly for action over 
attempts by the company to pressure staff into working Sundays. 
The railways inspectorate is investigating a dossier of safety breaches understood to have taken place as a 
result of managers working conductors’ safety critical duties on strike days. 
Safety breaches believed to have taken place include a train delayed at Northampton because a retail 
platform manager doing the conductor’s duties did not know where to insert the key to activate the door 
controls. 
Another report suggests that a manager on a train departing from Euston gave a dispatcher at Euston a 
green flag, (safe to proceed), despite the driver’s cab door still being open – indicating that the signal had 
been given without knowledge that all doors were shut. 
Another suggests that a manager in charge of a train from Bletchley gave a ‘ready to start’ signal at Hemel 
Hempstead while the signal was on red. 
The union also understands that stand-in managers involved in incidents have not been tested for drugs or 
alcohol as normal procedure demands, and that at least one staff member who witnessed a safety breach 
was asked not to submit a report. 

from www.rmt.org.uk 

 

 

Register and voRegister and voRegister and voRegister and vote: make it countte: make it countte: make it countte: make it count    

Another speaker at the TC AGM covered the PCS campaign about voting. This article 

covers the issue. 

3 April 2009  

Make Your Vote Count national co-ordinator Sarah Kavanagh introduces a series of articles 
looking at the issues around the European election campaign. 

On Thursday 4 June hundreds of millions of voters will have the chance to decide who will be 
our political representatives in Europe for the next five years. 

Our Make Your Vote Count campaign has two main aims: to put our industrial and bargaining 
issues and policies onto the political agenda to strengthen our influence with politicians; and to 
try to stop far right parties making any more electoral gains. 

This is an opportunity to shape the future of our continent. Politicians are accountable at the 
ballot box, they need our votes. The European political agenda includes the shape and 
direction of public services, job creation, privatisation and conditions at work. 

http://www.rmt.org.uk/
http://www.pcs.org.uk/en/campaigns/make-your-vote-count/


But we have to get people engaged in this campaign so we can be successful. 

The European parliament is the only multinational parliamentary assembly in the world elected 
by universal suffrage. There will also be some local council and mayoral elections on the same 
day. 

The first task we face is to encourage every member of our union, our friends and families, 
and other supporters, to register to vote and take part. The deadline to register to vote and 
apply for a postal vote is 19 May. 

Voter registration is absolutely crucial. It is the only way we can ensure we exert the 
maximum political pressure on candidates and political parties. It is also the only way to stop 
the far right making an electoral breakthrough in Europe. 

Solidarity and community 

Europe is currently witnessing a surge in support for the far right. Since the mid-1980s, far 
right parties have built mass electoral support in one country after another. 

Their advance has been based on racism and lies, promoting policies that threaten the lives 
and civil liberties of Muslims, Jewish people, black people, asylum seekers and other groups in 
society. And as the UK descends into the worst economic crisis since the 1930s, the BNP will 
almost certainly try to exploit fear and prejudice in its election campaign. 

Having won an unprecedented number of council seats and a seat on the London Assembly, it 
is now trying to emulate its European counterparts. We have to focus on the European 
elections because it is easier to prevent the BNP from getting elected, rather than reverse 
gains it has already made. 

The far right is against equality and solidarity and opposes trade unions like ours, and our 
commitment to good quality public services for all. So it is in the interests of every member of 
our union to help us stop them winning more seats. Society has changed in the last 10 years, 
but it has not changed enough. We still need to tackle racism in our workplaces and society at 
large. We have an opportunity with the elections on Thursday 4 June to push forward our 
agenda – decent jobs and pay, and public services not private profit. 

 

 Ballot result 

HMRC contact 
centre staff 
ballot result 

Overwhelming support 

Members in telephone contact centres around the UK have voted overwhelmingly for industrial 
action. The result is a resounding yes vote in favour of both strike action and action short of 
strike. The high turn out is a clear signal to HMRC that members are determined to achieve 
improvements to their working lives. 

http://www.pcs.org.uk/en/revenue_and_customs_group/whats_new/contact-centre-industrial-action-ballot-result.cfm
http://www.pcs.org.uk/en/revenue_and_customs_group/whats_new/contact-centre-industrial-action-ballot-result.cfm
http://www.pcs.org.uk/en/revenue_and_customs_group/whats_new/contact-centre-industrial-action-ballot-result.cfm
http://www.pcs.org.uk/en/revenue_and_customs_group/whats_new/contact-centre-industrial-action-ballot-result.cfm


This result would not be achieved without the efforts and sacrifices from PCS reps in ensuring 
members were kept fully briefed, and every member who participated in the ballot. In addition 
nearly 250 new members have been recruited into PCS as a direct result of this dispute. 

The full results are as follows: 

Papers returned: 3,056 

Votes for strike action: 

• Yes Votes: 2,276 (74.7%)  
• No Votes: 769 (25.3%)  
• Spoilt Votes: 11  

Votes for action short of strike: 

• Yes Votes: 2,487 (82.1%)  
• No Votes: 541 (17.9%)  
• Spoilt Votes: 28  

Reasonable demands 

The hard work does not stop here. We must maintain the pressure on the employer if we are 
to achieve our reasonable and achievable goals. We are seeking: 

• Acceptable agreements on annual leave. Only 10% of staff are being allowed leave at 
any one time for large periods of 2009. This is not acceptable. PCS expect management 
to take a more reasonable approach to leave allocations and, in consultation with PCS, 
to develop a fair and equitable process for 2009 and future leave years. 
   

• Acceptable agreements on flexible working hours and flexibility. We are asking both 
that members on traditional contracts retain their rights to FWH and that improvements 
are made to flexibility arrangements for members on unsocial hours contracts. 
   

• The abolition of Real Time Monitoring and an acceptable agreement on the use of the 
management information system (MIS). Such an agreement should set out clearly how 
MIS should be used correctly and positively to protect members from any abuse of 
these systems. 
   

• Acceptable agreements on team meetings, essential reading and investment time. This 
should include weekly team meetings to allow staff to discuss business matters with 
each other, interact and build team spirit. 
   

• To agree a staff development and career progression scheme which includes an 
agreement providing for level transfers.  

Next steps 

We will be notifying the employer of the result shortly and we will also be approaching the 
official side to urgently recommence talks in an effort to resolve the dispute. Meanwhile, the 
ballot for members employed in St Helens commences today, and concludes on the 14 April. 

Once this result is known, and in the absence of reaching a satisfactory agreement, we will 
move forward on serving notice on the employer to begin industrial action. Specific 



instructions in relation to action, and updates on negotiations, will be circulated to your Branch 
Secretaries. 

Action 

All members should now: 

• Work with your branch to prepare for action; 
   

• Attend union meetings where these are organised; 
   

• Get involved in campaigning activities in your work areas; 
   

• Sign the e-petition on the Downing Street website   

Peter Lockhart, group secretary                                    

Dave Bean, group president 

from www.pcs.org.uk 

 

 

7 April 2009 

Local government employers offer just 0.5% 
(07/04/09) Local government unions expressed bitter disappointment yesterday at a 
0.5% pay offer by the Local Government Employers.The employers in England, Wales 
and Northern Ireland have said that the offer, which is for 2009-10, will not be 
imposed, but will be withdrawn on 1 June if it has not been accepted by then. 
 
The offer is lower than increases in other areas of the public sector, lower than most 
councils have budgeted for – and lower than the 2.33% rise that MPs have voted 
themselves.The unions – UNISON, together with Unite and the GMB – are meeting 
today to discuss their response. UNISON head of local government Heather 
Wakefield said: "I am bitterly disappointed and surprised at the offer."We know that 
most local authorities have budgeted for an increase of between 1.5% and 2%. Times 
are tough, but this offer of 0.5% will make it even harder for local government workers, 
who are already struggling to make ends meet." 
 
And she concluded: "The employers should look closely at other pay rates in the 
public sector or they risk losing essential staff and jeopardising services." 
 from www.unison.org.uk 

http://petitions.number10.gov.uk/hmrccallcentres
http://www.pcs.org.uk/
http://www.unison.org.uk/


TRADES COUNCIL WAS WELL REPRESENTED ON G20 PUT 
PEOPLE FIRST MARCH ON MARCH 28 There were many TC delegates and 
branches on the successful march OF 30-40,000 through Central London putting peoples 
demands to the G20 leaders gathering in London.. Many unions web sites carry pictures – 
below some of ours. 

. 

 

The heavy handed police tactics in the City of London during the week of G20 – particularly 
the penning in of people for long periods, aggressive dispersal and the death of one non-
demonstrator as he passed police lines – are of great concern and the TC will decide its 
response on this. 
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